BME Department Funding for Senior Design Projects

BME senior design teams can apply for partial project funding from the Biomedical Engineering Department. To apply for funding, please submit the following to Professor Chandran no later than 5 PM Friday, November 21, 2003:

1. A brief summary of the project, including names of investigators, name of mentor, project background, significance, deliverables, and proposed timeline (3 pages, maximum);

2. An itemized budget describing how you will spend the money if awarded (1 page maximum); and

3. A statement of existing resources and financial support (e.g., UISG money, partial support from mentor’s lab, etc.) (1 page maximum).

Projects will be evaluated based on technical merit and the need for funding. Funding decisions will give priority to student-initiated, non-funded projects over other projects. Projects that are initiating from a funded faculty lab are unlikely to be funded by the department.

In previous years, two to three projects were funded by the BME department, with budget amounts of approximately $250 each.

Please see Professor Chandran in the BME office if you have questions related to this opportunity.